TESTIMONIALS

THANK YOU again for the great presentation skills class and personal feedback. I
gave the Broadcast 101 presentation for the first time today since we met and it
went so much better than it’s ever gone before. I was more comfortable than I’ve
ever been and the presentation has become an interactive conversation.

!

Stephanie Sciarello
Supervisor, Local Activation
Zenith

The McCormack Media team were very helpful in providing insights and
training. Their expertise in this area is like no other and we look forward to
working with them more regularly.
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Norris Scott
VP of Partnership Marketing
NASCAR

McCormack Media offered smart, sound
advice to make us better leaders &
presenters with stronger connections to our
clients. Really helpful information that I
know our group will put into practice. Their
presentation is among the best I have seen
at the Nielsen Sales Summit.

What the McCormack Media team
exemplifies combining passion and the
ability to engage an audience is inspiring
and I can't want to take what I gained and
put it to use.
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Justin Walsh
Client Solutions Executive
Nielsen

Robert Hebenstreit
VP, Sales Director
Nielsen Los Angeles

During the 25 years of my professional career, I have worked with the best
and the brightest in the world, in all areas of business. McCormack Media
Services falls into that very elite group.
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Harold Lueken
CEO,
Starlite Media

The impact upon how we have aggressively taken on an ever changing media
landscape cannot be understated. Armed with our new found knowledge and
expertise, we expect nothing but success .
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Upon request, McCormack Media Services is pleased to
provide the contact information of select clients for the
purposes of referrals and queries about our services.
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For more information and details, please contact us:
Admin@McCormackMedia.net
323-977-8622

Peter Burton
General Manager
100.3 The Sound

EMPOWER YOUR TEAM
TO OWN THE FUTURE

!

Visit McCormackMedia.net today!

